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US MAY ACRYLATES FALL, FACE FURTHER 
PRESSURE DESPITE TIGHT SUPPLY

HOUSTON (ICIS)--US May acrylic acid and acrylate 
esters free-market prices were assessed broadly lower on 
Wednesday on reduced costs in upstream propylene, and 
that downward pressure could continue in June despite 
ongoing supply constraints.

The decreases of 3-5 cents/lb ($66-$110/tonne) took glacial 
acrylic acid (GAA) contract prices, for example, to a new range 
of $1.06-1.08/lb FD (free delivered), as assessed by ICIS.

Most customers confirmed reductions that fell short of the 
full April propylene drop of 6 cents/lb. The previous month’s 
propylene contract movement, absent of other extenuating 
market conditions, typically heavily influences acrylates price 
movement.

“We took full declines this month,” one of several buyers said.

One producer conceded declines for all of its acrylates, while 
another said it was able to hold most of its prices flat from 
April, citing snug supply and seasonally strong demand.

Within the US acrylates market, however, there are 
extenuating market conditions, though some sources said 
market effects have been minimal, at best.

Ongoing supply constraints stem from a mid-October 2016 
explosion and fire at BASF’s plant complex at Ludwigshafen 
in Germany, but most buyers say that has not created 
extraordinary price pressure, and contract obligations have 
been met consistently.

And a recent force majeure on butyl acrylate (butyl-A) from 

BASF at its Freeport, Texas, plant has not yet had a strong 
impact on the US market, several sources said.

One buyer said it sourced some supplemental butyl-A 
volume from another producer. That producer confirmed an 
escalating number of non-contract queries for butyl-A.

BASF experienced an unplanned outage after an “equipment 
failure” at the Freeport butyl-A unit on 15 May. It said on 
Wednesday that butyl-A remains on allocation at unspecified 
levels, but would not comment on a possible restart date.

“There has been no impact that I have experienced related 
to the BASF butyl acrylate issue,” a buyer said. “It was a 
non-event, based on supply availability in North America.

”I only had one distributor of butyl acrylate indicate it was 
tight,” the buyer added. “No other producers have been 
showing any signs of tight supply, and I anticipate full 
declines for butyl acrylate in June.”

Rather than taking advantage of acrylates volume limits in 
the US, importers have continued to sharply discount some 
prices, another buyer said.

Only one producer had announced price-hike efforts for 
May. Dow Chemical sought gains of 5 cents/lb.

Acrylates are commonly used to make products including 
paint and coatings, plastics and construction and pressure-
sensitive adhesives.

Other US acrylates suppliers include Arkema and Sasol.

By Larry Terry     MAY 2017
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US MAY ACRYLATES FALL, FACE FURTHER PRESSURE DESPITE TIGHT SUPPLY

You can rely on ICIS for all your market intelligence needs

Request your free sample report

Request a fRee tRial of iCis news

Enquire about our supply and demand data

Download a free sample now

SUPPLY AND DEMAND DATA

Receive an end-to-end perspective across the global petrochemical supply 
chain, enabling you to grasp the local or regional scenario in a global context. 
Data includes import and export volumes, consumption, plant capacities, 
production and product trade flows – from 1978 up to 2030.

DIGITAL CHEMICAL BUSINESS MAGAZINE

ICIS Chemical Business (ICB) e-magazine is the No.1 source of market 
intelligence and analysis of the global chemical markets. It is the essential 
reading for global chemical industry players, providing decision support for 
executives making current transactions, as well as short term and long term 
planning.

PRICING INFORMATION

ICIS is the benchmark for independent and reliable price assessments on more 
than180 commodities traded in regions such as Asia, Europe and the Americas. Our 
reports also provide price histories and expert commentary to help you understand 
the key price drivers and market conditions and settle your contract prices 
confidently with access to time-sensitive offers, bids and price movements.

NEWS INFORMATION

Be the first to find out about breaking news and analysis across the global 
petrochemical markets. Our market-moving news articles cover production 
updates, plant capacities, output and shutdowns, plus so much more.

Larry R. Terry, a senior editor at ICIS, covers the US markets for TiO2, acrylates, oxo-
alcohols, butac and glycol ethers. A journalism graduate of Louisiana State University, he 
has more than 30 years’ experience at newspapers, magazines and online reporting. He 
joined ICIS in December 2007, and among previous positions, he was Houston-based Gulf 
coast editor for Chemical Week magazine from 1997 to 2000, where he wrote news and 
features and covered a wide range of products including olefins, styrenics and aromatics.
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